Data
Connectivity is essential to ensuring
your operations run smoothly.

It is vital that your business has secure, superfast,
responsive and reliable connectivity. We provide you
with the best pricing on a range of connectivity and
infrastructure solutions.







Converged voice and data networks
High performance radio network
Network design and consultancy
Superfast connectivity
Network infrastructure
Data centre hosting

High Speed Connectivity
It is vital that your business has secure, superfast, responsive
and reliable connectivity. Depending on your location we can
offer you faster alternatives which can have a significant impact
on your daily operations and potentially save you money.




Several broadband technologies and options available
Tailored to suit your specific business requirements
Specialist advisors to help you find the best solution

Network Infrastructure
We provide a flexible, scalable IT environment, optimised to
evolve based on your changing needs and opportunities.
Whether its LAN or WAN to support your team or remote
working solutions to aid those who need to work remotely, we
have the solution for you.




Tailored solutions to ensure we offer the best solution
SLAs protect & maintain your business’ critical services
Remote monitoring and first line support

Radio Network
A breakthrough product, EtherReach offers all the speed and
reliability of fibre optic connections, at lower cost and installed
in as little as five days. Delivered via our secure, high
performance radio network, EtherReach is available in areas
where traditional connectivity is unavailable or prohibitively
expensive.




Five-Day Installation
No telephone line required
Dedicated line with unlimited Usage

Data Support

We can provide levels of support to suit the exact needs of your
business; from large enterprises right down to smaller teams of 3
or 4 employees.




Dedicated, direct-dial expert helpdesk
Online portal for fault logging and tracking
Engineer callouts to resolve on-site faults

Data Centre Hosting Solutions
We can offer you a virtual or dedicated cloud-based server
environment located in our secure data centre, allowing you the
flexibility to access your data from anywhere without the
headache of support.




Useful for sharing resources like files & applications.
Data backup provides security should the worst happen
Evolve as your business needs change.

0845 313 11 11

www.silver-lining.com
Contact us for a free consultation

